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Incidence :

◦ 2% Gen Population
◦ 10 % in patients over age 60 years
◦






Health care costs related to AF have
increased significantly.
AF Related Hospital admission will go over 3.3
million by 2025 in the United States.
It is not an exaggeration to state that
AF is a growing epidemic







A costly public health issue.
Estimated a 50% increase in health care
expenditures on AF from 1995 to 2010.
Consumes around 1% of all health care
expenditures and indirectly contributes to an
additional 2% of the health care costs.

(Stewart S, Murphy N, Walker A, et al: Cost of an emerging epidemic: An economic analysis of atrial
fibrillation in the UK. Heart 2004; 90:286.)

◦ (1) Palpitations- resulting in patient discomfort and
anxiety

◦ (2) Loss of synchronous atrioventricular (AV)
contraction  Reduce cardiac hemodynamics,
 Varying degrees of ventricular dysfunction or
congestive heart failure

◦ (3) Stasis of blood - Thromboembolic stroke

◦ A three- to fivefold increase - stroke risk
◦ 20% to 30% of all acute stroke patients are found to be in
AF

◦ AF has been the attributed cause of stroke in one-quarter
of patients over 80 years of age
◦ AF also independently increases mortality rates
◦
◦ Using the data from the Framingham Heart Study,
Benjamin and associates established the risk factor–
adjusted odds ratio for death in men and women with AF
as 1.5 and 1.9, respectively







The results with medical therapy for AF have been
disappointing.
Antiarrhythmic drugs have limited long-term
efficacy in converting AF to normal sinus rhythm
and have significant and sometimes fatal side
effects.
The goal of pharmacotherapy is therefore often
shifted from the ideal Rhythm control to Rate
control





The Atrial Fibrillation Follow-Up Investigation of
Rhythm Management
Rhythm control did not have any survival
benefit over a rate control strategy in
anticoagulated patients with AF



◦ Rate control strategy may potentially have
advantages over Rhythm control - such as lower
risk for adverse side effects that can be seen with
aggressive rhythm control.



Advantages (Rhythm Control) :
Increased Exercise Tolerance,
Decreased Palpitations
Prevention of Atrial Remodeling.
Presence of Sinus Rhythm was associated with a
significantly decreased risk of death (hazard ratio =
0.53, p <.0001)
The conclusion to be drawn from the AFFIRM study is
that antiarrhythmic drugs are detrimental, but
normal sinus rhythm is beneficial in this patient
population.
◦
◦
◦
◦







It only prevent tachycardia related
cardiomyopathy
Atria are still in fibrillation : Poor transport
function - stasis – Clotting - Thromboembolism
Will require anticoagulation : anticoagulation
related morbidity ( 2% per year)

Levine MN, Raskob G, Landefeld S, et al: Hemorrhagic
complications of anticoagulant treatment. Chest 2001

Mechanism of AF – foundation for
development of Cox Maze Procedure (Gold
Standard for Surgical Cure )







Left Atrial isolation procedure
Catheter Ablation of AV Node
Corridor Procedure
Left Atrial Transaction Procedure
Cox-Maze I, II, III, IV Procedure








In 1980 - Williams
Successful in confining AF to the left atrium and
restoring the remainder of the heart to normal
sinus rhythm
This procedure was important because it restored
normal ventricular rhythm without requiring a
permanent pacemaker.
Electrically isolating the left atrium also
unexpectedly restored normal cardiac
hemodynamic.





Risk of thromboembolism persist









In 1982, Scheinman
Controlled the irregular cardiac rhythm
associated with AF and other refractory
supraventricular arrhythmias. Similar to the left
atrial isolation procedure, this procedure
electrically isolated the arrhythmia to the
atria.
Need of Permanent Pacemaker
AV desynchrony and compromise
hemodynamics
Risk of thromboembolism








In 1985, Guiraudon
This was an operation
that isolated a strip of
Atrial septum harboring
both the SA node and
the AV node
Correct irregular heart
beats
Loss of AV synchrony
and risk of
thromboembolism

A single long incision across both atria down into the septum cured
AF. IVC = inferior vena cava; LA = left atrium; PV = pulmonary
vein; RA = right atrium; SVC = superior vena cava.





AF is characterized by the irregular activation of
the atria and an irregular ventricular response.
Activation of the atria during AF exhibits two
different patterns.
◦ One pattern is a stable source, focal or small reentrant
circuit, with fibrillatory conduction away from the source.
◦ The other pattern is characterized by multiple changing
sources or reentrant circuits.



These sources can be stable for short periods of
time, spawning one or more sources, that then
assume dominance.

For either pattern of activation there are four
substrates that determine whether or not AF is
initiated and sustained. They are:
 (1) Trigger, usually a premature depolarization
or runs of focal ectopic depolarization;
 (2) Refractory period, both the magnitude
and spatial distribution;
 (3) Conduction velocity, including the
magnitude and anisotropic spread; and
 (4) Geometry or anatomy, both macroscopic
and microscopic.



Whatever the pathology
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦



valvular disease,
heart failure,
ischemia,
Tachycardia,
pericarditis, or
Inflammation

the changes that occur in the atria
myocardial structure and physiology affect
one or more of these four factors









The surgical treatment of AF is directed at altering
the geometry and anatomy needed to support
AF.
Non-reentrant mechanisms, such as abnormal
automaticity or triggered activity, are important
for the generation of premature beats, which act
as a trigger for reentry, but may also be involved
in maintaining AF.
The premature beats interact with the underlying
distribution of refractory periods.
As the distribution becomes more
inhomogeneous, unidirectional block can occur.
This is a necessary condition for the initiation of
reentry.











When unidirectional block occurs, reentrant
arrhythmia will occur only if a critical mass of tissue is
present.
The critical mass is the interaction of the tissue
geometry, the magnitude of refractory periods, and
the magnitude of conduction velocity.
As the Atrial size increases, or the conduction velocity
is slowed, or the refractory period is decreased, the
probability of initiating and sustaining AF increases.
Although numerous nonpharmacologic approaches
to treating AF have involved altering one of these
substrates, like isolating triggers, it must be
remembered that the other substrates can be
affected, too.
Incisions or ablations affect conduction, alter the
geometry, and can denervate regions of the atria,
altering refractory periods.










The historic paroxysmal and chronic AF.
The classification system published jointly by the
American Heart Association, American College of
Cardiology, and the Heart Rhythm Society is the
most widely used.
This system defines AF as either paroxysmal,
persistent, or permanent.
When a patient has had two or more episodes,
AF is considered recurrent.
If recurrent AF terminates by itself, it is designated
paroxysmal;
but if it does not, it is termed persistent.









Termination by pharmacologic therapy or electrical
cardio version before expected spontaneous
termination does not change the designation of
paroxysmal.
Permanent AF includes cases of long-standing AF (>1
year), in which cardio version has not been indicated
or has failed to convert the arrhythmia.
This terminology applies to episodes of AF that last
more than 30 seconds and that are unrelated to a
reversible cause.
Recently, Cox has offered a new system, defining
intermittent and continuous AF. In this system, the
patient is either in AF all the time (continuous) or not
(intermittent). This has not been widely accepted by
professional organizations.








Paroxysmal AF often originates in the PVs.
Developmental biology data suggest that
pacemaker tissue may be present in the PVs.
Intraoperative mapping studies in humans
have shown ectopic Atrial beats originating
from the region of the PVs.
Biatrial mapping studies by Schmitt and
colleagues have shown that the premature
beats that trigger AF were located in the PVs
53% of the time.







Despite its proven efficacy,
Did not gain widespread acceptance.
Complexity and technical difficulty.
linear lines of ablation are created using a
variety of energy sources, including
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

Radiofrequency energy,
Microwave,
Cryoablation,
Laser, and
High-frequency ultrasound.










For ablation technology to reliably replace
the incision in AF surgery, it must meet several
important criteria.
1. Must reliably produce bidirectional
conduction block.
2. Safe.
3. Simpler and require less time to perform.
4. Device ideally would have to be
adaptable to a minimally invasive approach









Intolerance of the arrhythmia in patients
who have failed medical therapy.
The development of tachycardia-induced
cardiomyopathy (TIC) in patients with AF
contraindication to long-term
anticoagulation
Patients with chronic AF who suffer from
cerebrovascular accidents despite
adequate anticoagulation







Virtually all patients with AF who undergo elective cardiac
surgery (i.e., coronary artery bypass grafting or valve repair
or replacement) should be strongly considered for a
concomitant Cox-Maze procedure.
Recent studies have shown that adding a Maze procedure
can decrease the late risk of cardiac- and stroke-related
deaths in these patients.
The only contraindication to the Maze procedure would be
in high-risk patients who have tolerated their AF well and
have not had problems with anticoagulation.

Bando K, Kobayashi J, Kosakai Y, et al: Impact of Cox-Maze
procedure on outcome in patients with atrial fibrillation
and mitral valve disease. J Thorac Cardiovasc Surg 2002





At most centers, many of the surgical
incisions have been replaced with linear
lines of ablation using different energy
sources.
Bipolar RF energy has been used
successfully to replace most of the surgical
incisions of the Cox-Maze III procedure.





Washington University
in St. Louis
James L. Cox in 1987
The Cox-Maze
procedure was
designed to interrupt
any and all macroreentrant circuits that
might potentially
develop in the atria,
thereby precluding
the ability of the
atrium to flutter or
fibrillate





Restored both AV synchrony and a regular
heartbeat, thus significantly decreasing the
risk of Thromboembolism and stroke.
Consider Gold Standard for Mx of AF





The original technique, the Maze-I procedure,
was introduced in 1991, only to be soon
modified to become the Maze-II procedure
because of late chronotropic incompetence
and a high incidence of pacemaker
implantations.
The Maze-II procedure, however, proved to
be extremely technically difficult to perform. It
was therefore modified again to become the
Maze-III procedure, also known as the CoxMaze III procedure today



By creating a myriad of surgical incisions in
the atria, the Maze procedure is designed to
preclude the ability of the atria to fibrillate



The right and left PVs are isolated using the
bipolar RF device. (Reprinted with permission from
Damiano et al.134)



The right vertical atriotomy is created down to the tricuspid valve
annulus. The bipolar RF clamp is advanced with one arm inside the right
atrium and the other outside the atrium down to the tricuspid annulus. An
ablation is performed with care being taken to ensure that the jaws of
the clamp extend onto the tricuspid valve. (Reprinted with permission
from Damiano et al.134)



A standard left atriotomy is performed below the interatrial
groove and extended inferiorly around the right inferior PV.The
bipolar RF clamp is used to create a lesion connecting the left
atrial incision inferiorly to the ablation line encircling the left PVs.
(Adapted with permission from Damiano et al.134)



Left atrium with left-sided Cox-Maze IV lesions.
(Adapted with permission from Gaynor et al.86)



The bipolar RF clamp is placed through the amputated appendage
down into the left superior PV with one jaw inside and the other outside
the atrium. This ablation should overlap the previously performed
encircling ablation of the left PVs. (Reprinted with permission from
Damiano et al.134)



The Cox-Maze IV lesion sets. IVC = inferior vena
cava; RF = radiofrequency; SVC = superior vena
cava. (Adapted with permission from Gaynor et
al.86)



The traditional cut-and-sew Cox-Maze III
procedure. (Reprinted with permission from
Cox et al.55)



Procedures can be divided into two groups.
◦ 1. operations including only left atrial lesions to cure
AF. These procedures typically involve isolating the
PVs, either as a box or separately with a connecting
lesion. Most surgeons also advocate creating a
lesion to the mitral annulus from the PV isolation and
amputation of the left atrial appendage.
◦ 2. Includes those who advocate only isolating the
PVs for curing AF.



Pulmonary vein isolation is performed either
separately or as a box. (A) illustrates pulmonary
vein isolation separately. (B) illustrates pulmonary
vein isolation separately plus an ablation line
connecting the inferior aspect of the two isolated
islands. (C) illustrates the isolation of all four
pulmonary veins as a box.






Excellent long-term
results.
97% of all patients at a
mean follow-up of 5.4
years were in sinus
rhythm.
There was no statistical
difference in cure rates
between patients
undergoing a lone CoxMaze procedure and
those also undergoing
concomitant procedures.

Cox Maze III



Kaplan-Meier survival analysis of freedom from
recurrent AF. The numbers on each line indicate the
number of patients at risk.There was no difference in
the long-term estimate of freedom from AF between
the lone Cox-Maze group (L) and the concomitant
group (C; p = 0.64).





In a prospective, single-center trial - 91% of
patients at 6 months’ follow-up were free from AF.
The new procedure was also safe, as its operative
mortality in this series was 0%.
A multicenter trial of the Cox-Maze IV procedure
had similar results. In this study, 96% of patients
were free of AF at 6 months, and there was no
operative mortality in this group of 30 patients.

Mokadam NA, McCarthy PM, Gillinov AM, et al: A
prospective multicenter trial of bipolar
radiofrequency ablation for atrial fibrillation: Early
results. Ann Thorac Surg 2004




Short operating time : esp in radiofrequency bipolar maze
The Cox-Maze III procedure also has been effective at
decreasing the risk of late stroke in this high-risk patient
population.

Reston JT, Shuhaiber JH: Meta-analysis of clinical outcomes of Maze-related
surgical procedures for medically refractory atrial fibrillation. Eur J
Cardiothorac Surg 2005; 28:724

In Cox’s experience in over 300 patients, there were only
two perioperative strokes (0.7%) and only one minor stroke
during long-term follow-up (11.5 years; mean 3.9 ± 2.7
years). The long-term stroke rate after the Cox-Maze III
procedure was 0.1% per year, despite the fact that the vast
majority of patients were off all anticoagulation at last
follow-up.
Cox JL, Ad N, Palazzo T: Impact of the Maze procedure on
the stroke rate in patients with atrial fibrillation. J Thorac
Cardiovasc Surg 1999





In a series from Japan that examined the effect
of mitral valve replacement on stroke rates,
the Cox-Maze procedure was found to

◦ significantly decrease the incidence of late stroke,
◦ even in those patients already receiving anticoagulation
for mechanical mitral valves.
◦ Patients who underwent a concomitant Cox-Maze
procedure with their mitral valve replacement were 99%
stroke-free at 8-years of follow-up, while the group with
lone mitral valve replacement only had an 89% strokefree rate.
Bando K, Kobayashi J, Hirata M, et al: Early and late stroke
after mitral valve replacement with a mechanical
prosthesis: Risk factor analysis of a 24-year experience. J
Thorac Cardiovasc Surg 2003; 126:358









While the efficacy of the Cox-Maze procedure has been
established, there are only a few studies examining the benefit of
adding the operation during concomitant cardiac surgery in
patients with chronic AF.
Bando and associates reported on 363 patients with
nonischemic, noncardiomyopathy mitral regurgitation with
preoperative AF undergoing either mitral valve repair alone or
mitral valve repair with a concomitant Cox-Maze procedure.
At late follow-up, adding a Cox-Maze procedure significantly
improved the freedom from cardiovascular-related death (97%
versus 82%; p <.001) and freedom from stroke (98% versus 83%; p
<.001).
Adding a Cox-Maze procedure also improved late left ventricular
function as measured by left ventricular endsystolic dimension.131



Exciting recent advances in the surgical treatment of AF.



The use of ablation devices has widely expanded the number of
patients undergoing arrhythmia surgery.







At present, virtually all patients undergoing concomitant cardiac
surgery with chronic AF should undergo a curative procedure for
their AF.
Ablation technology has also simplified the operation to the point
that minimal access procedures are a reality for the treatment of
lone AF.
In the coming years, it is likely that there will be continuing
progress in this area, and that a beating-heart, limited-access
procedure with high efficacy will be developed.

